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Catch a Rising Star

Learn about ASU's new online services: Fall 2007 Registration Underway

Calendar

News

Research sheds light on bee society: A team of researchers, which includes ASU faculty, has uncovered evidence that explains why some bees develop into queens, while others are fated to serve as workers.

Professor makes proteins from scratch: ASU's John Chaput is leading a research team at the Biodesign Institute in the "synthetic evolution" of man-made proteins.

Cheng to lead AzTE: Columbia University's Augustine Cheng is gearing up to take on his new role as managing director of Arizona Technology Enterprises.

ASU: A place in the SUN

More News | Video

Sun Devil Promise

The Sun Devil Promise is a commitment to the children of Arizona and their parents – a promise to recruit, enroll, educate and advance Arizonans from every economic, social, and cultural background. Read more

Faculty spotlight

The future of computing informatics lies in 'fusion,' says computer science researcher Sethuraman Panchanathan. See video
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